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User Permissions in Office 365
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Ideally, users are always added to groups, and permissions are only applied to these 

SharePoint groups. This way, you'll be sure that user permissions are well organized and 

easily manageable. But then you'd also have to train every user to never click on the 

Share button and grant permissions to an individual user. This may be a little difficult.

Sharegate allows you to empower users to work easily and helps you stay in 

control. You can copy permissions and group memberships from one user to 

another as well as check the permissions someone has across all your Office 

365 SharePoint objects. This way, you can let them click on share and get their 

work done, but when the project is completed or someone changes roles, you 

have complete knowledge and control. 

The powerful search engine in SharePoint as well as the Office Graph with Delve can 

also introduce new potential breaches. If you didn't know something existed but 

somehow had access to it accidentally, it still would be relatively difficult to know about 

it with File Shares. However today, using the search engine or Delve to discover 

content, you can see everything you have access to.

Get Sharegate

Manage your User Permissions Now
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Audit Reports 
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Find out now!

Are External Users accessing your content?

There are multiple perspectives to consider when managing External Sharing in your 

Office 365. What is the list of all External Users currently in your environment? What is 

currently shared to External Users? What content has been shared with External User 

"X"? What are the documents still shared to External Users that haven't been accessed in 

a "X" amount of time?

Though you have basic controls to manage External Sharing in Office 365, there isn't any 

way to provide actual guidance to ensure complete control of your entire tenant.

Sharegate brings you that control with just a few clicks. Build your own reports 

using External User and Externally Shared Content as criteria. You can also run 

pre-built actions to quickly get insight on these as well as take action, thus 

keeping you in complete control while still enabling your organization.
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Download Sharegate

Find where Permission Inheritance was Broken

Have you considered Multi-Factor Authentication for Office 365 to verify the person 

accessing this account is actually the person intended to use it? Office 365 will validate 

by calling the registered phone number for the administrator or ask you to validate 

using a code sent to that phone. 

TTo reduce the risks, you can also make sure you don't work with an admin account. 

Most companies will have an administrator account that no one uses unless required to 

elevate their privileges and do something on the platform. Otherwise, they use their 

regular account on a daily basis.

Also, you can use Sharegate to build and run reports that inspect and validate 

what is shared to Administrators and how. You can also take action in bulk to 

remove permissions if needed, based on a criteria-based search.
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Start my Free Trial

Office  and SharePoint
Migration & Management

already available for Office 365
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